Today’s Consumer
control incorporating the use of a new
prosthesis within the child’s natural
movement patterns. Second, a child’s
connective tissues have more elastin,
which makes the skin better able to
take the forces associated with wearing
a prosthetic socket, and a child’s bones
are less brittle and heal quicker. Thus,
the child is better able and quicker to
learn how to use a prosthesis, has better
tolerance for wearing a prosthesis, and
the potential consequences of any negative events such as a fall are less psychologically impactful, Wurdeman says.

Many Duplications

When it comes to everyday wear,
Calder uses active knees that allow
him to walk effectively, Wurdeman
says. Hodge says the family is pleased
with the RUSH Foot Calder has been
using and will continue to use for the
immediate future. “It’s the only foot he
hasn’t broken,” she says.
When it comes to his running legs,
as active and tough as Calder can be,

it is not surprising that he has gone
through a number of iterations of soling materials, permanently attached
football cleats, and removable football
cleats, Bilow says. Of course, the young
athlete has managed to break his running feet more than once, but as Bilow
says, “I’ve never seen him happier than
when he bolts on his running feet and
takes off.”
At the time this was written, Wurdeman was working on a new set of
sockets and running feet for Calder
that are appropriate for his age and
size, and Calder was still deciding what
the new custom design for his sixth
set of sockets will be. It will be football
related, of course.
Bilow says he’s excited for Calder to
get his new legs. “From what I have
heard, Shane has something very
creative in store for this project,” he
says. “The tricky thing is to create a
setup where Calder can have some
flexibility in the knees, but not one that
will buckle underneath him when he is

cutting or stopping quickly.”
To get the idea for the new design,
Wurdeman has spent ample time on
the football field watching his young
client practice.
“Currently, Calder’s sport legs do not
have knees, which has also provided
increased safety for him when he runs
so that he doesn’t need to worry about
the knees buckling,” Wurdeman says.
The new sport legs, thanks to
another CAF grant, will include knee
components for the first time. Of
course having knees will present a new
set of challenges for the young athlete
who has never played football with
knee joints, but as Bilow and Wurdeman agree, Calder isn’t going to have a
problem mastering the new set of
running legs.
“As Calder has shown repeatedly, I
expect him to smash that challenge as
well and excel,” Wurdeman says. O&P EDGE
Betta Ferrendelli is a freelance writer based in
Denver.
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